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Ignore this e-book if you
do NOT want to kick some
serious business butt!
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WHAT
HAVE
I DONE?

“What have I done?” screams the look on Isabelle’s face
after the biggest decision of her life. In the span of walking
Granville Street Bridge in Vancouver, we had just made the
unanimous decision to sell our ten year old, successful and
award-winning creative firm.
In 2005, though we had truly enjoyed our work, the successes
we’d achieved, and the team we’d assembled, we discovered
that our underlying need to dig deeper, beyond the external
business communications, was growing and we were no longer
fulfilled by our business. So we sold our creative firm and took
2006 to travel the world and think; to contemplate our greatest
accomplishments and the mistakes we made along the way; to
ask ourselves, what does make us tick?
There were a tremendous amount of insights gained that year,
but our biggest realization was that business is not who we
are...it is what we do; and measuring success can be achieved
by simply measuring our level of happiness.
So with that in mind, in 2007 we established our current
venture, applying our past experience and facing our future
with renewed desire and drive. Needless to say, we have a lot
to say about business performance and keeping things simple.
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We are a small company by design, because we believe
that this allows us the freedom to excel, and help motivated
entrepreneurs and small business owners raise the bar
through business strategies, performance coaching and brand
alignment. Our experience creating and running two successful
businesses (and yes, that includes many hide-your-head-in-thesand mistakes!) is one of our biggest assets and we want to
share some of our most crucial learnings with you to help you
live your best life while running a business.
We strongly believe that when great engineering meets
outstanding, effortless performance, it results in an
outrageously fun life. And we are living proof! We have lead a
creative firm that pioneered in achieving more in less time, and
currently run our second business on even more finely-tuned
skills, resulting in being highly profitable from year one. And
here’s the kicker, we take at least twelve weeks off per year to
travel, explore, and live our ideal life.
So, what is The Next Big Thing according to us?
Walk your talk. (Yup! It’s that simple)
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The key behind walking your talk is high-level performance
from you and your team; the key behind high-level performance
is action - taking consistent action to reach your goals; and the
key behind action is setting a common, driven intention that
every member of your team lives and breathes.
Now with that being said, you must understand one simple
concept: NO-THING works on its own. It is the people behind
any given system or procedure that determine its success. For
example, have you ever committed to going to the gym three
times a week? Usually, the first week is outstanding, attendance
is immaculate. Gold star for you! The second week, that very
important meeting couldn’t be scheduled anywhere else, you
only missed once. Third week, you forgot about that very big
deadline and only make it to the gym once. And by the fourth
week……the gym?
Now, the gym hasn’t suddenly disappeared into thin air, the
equipment didn’t go on strike and walk out. The difference
here started with your level of intention. Your good intention
of incorporating physical fitness into your life slowly decreased,
affecting your ability to take consistent action and get yourself
to the gym, and finally the performance of your health suffers
because of lack of physical activity. Same with business.
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Just because one method works for one business, doesn’t mean
the same method will work for another. It all depends on the
intention behind the team, behind the method. And beware,
when you hear yourself say “It’s working!” you’re very close to
screwing it up, for the simple fact that you think IT is working.
As a result of having helped hundreds of entrepreneurs over
the years, we have discovered the most common Top Three
Reasons Why Small Businesses Underperform.
The business owners:
1. think they’re caring for their business, but are actually
micromanaging it;
2. think they’re being strategic, but are simply taking every 		
opportunity that comes their way; and,
3. think they’ve started a business to change the world in
some way, but become too busy running their business, and
the world ends up waiting another year.
A successful business starts with awareness. As a business
owner, it is imperative that you be significantly aware of your
actions and the results and consequences they bring.
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How are you an expansion
prevention machine?
Are you being caring or controlling? Are you proactive or
reactive? Do you ensure your greater purpose is being served?
Over the years, we have found that a sure-fire way to increase
your awareness as a business owner, and consequently increase
your business performance, is to have third party support.
A coach or mentor outside of your business core to help you
with strategy, perspective, resources, accountability, and
momentum. ‘Cause when you’re in the frame, you can’t see
the picture! We have worked with a coach for fifteen years
now, and our performance as individuals, as a team, and as a
company is always being pushed. We are constantly making
small shifts to keep delivering on our promise day in and
day out.
To us, our performance is our brand because it is what our
customers experience when they interact with us. In short, we
walk our talk. Now here are twelve simple ways to help you
walk yours.

12
SMART
principles to transform
Position it right.
you into an ideal client
Deliver it right.
magnet.
Get paid right.

As the backbone to your business, know and
own what you stand for. Customers will sooner
respect you if you respect yourself. Now, this is
not encouraging bad customer service, but be
uncompromising when your values are crossed,
and learn to say NO when an opportunity isn’t
serving your greater purpose. In our business,
anything we do needs to start with a spark, an
initial excitement, and raise the bar for us and
for our customers in some way; we have the guts
to ask the hard questions and dig deeper to gain
clarity; and we keep things simple to allow the
freedom to excel. All of these things create our
sandcastle, and we make sure to watch where
we step!

You’ve heard of world-class athletes wearing
the same underwear for every game, or never
washing their game socks because it brings
good luck. Well there’s something to be said
about developing a ritual that gives you your
best edge. Your performance is a direct result
of your daily behaviours, your habits, and the
environment you surround yourself with – so
make sure you know what keeps you at your
best so you can incorporate these things daily. It
may include journaling, going for a walk, or, and
here is a good one, not looking at your email
first thing and getting one non-negotiable task
done instead. If you’re unsure as to what helps
you deliver your best, experiment, expand your
comfort zone, and see what works for you!

Most of us have no problem lingering in our
successes, but how willing are you to stay when
things turn the corner? Being with failure is just
as important as celebrating your success. It is a
prime learning opportunity, a time to explore
your past decisions and contemplate how
you will do things differently in the future. It’s
also a great time to ask yourself, “What am I
consistently putting up with?” Because the things
you tolerate are the things you worry about, so
give yourself peace of mind and embrace the
moments when the sun don’t shine!

To put it in a nutshell, we are all full of shit. “That’s
not how it works in my industry!” is merely an
excuse not to pursue innovation because we’ve
witnessed how most of our competitors choose
to run their businesses with similar standards for
similar reasons. Blindly following these standards
is setting our own limitations from the get-go.
You’re not in business to blend in are you? Oh,
and by the way, for every limitation you think you
have, we can find you a successful exception.
So before automatically following the herd,
make this a must, “How can you do it better or
bring something new to the industry?” You can
become the exception and go from impossible
to done with the right intention and motivation.

High performance starts with knowing what you
are best in the world at. Find that one thing that
you excel at, and that jazzes you, and stick to
it. A business that is laser-focused is way more
successful than a business that is scattered. So,
identify your strengths and eliminate, automate,
or delegate the rest. Seize only opportunities
that fit your focus because everything else is only
a distraction. Remember to keep things simple:
“What is the biggest problem you solve?” and
“How are you making life better?” It’s not about
what you have to offer your customers, it’s about
what you are helping your customers achieve.

There’s an old saying, “Give a man a fish; you
have fed him for today. Teach a man to fish; and
he can feed himself for the rest of his life.” This is
also true for team performance. Helping to shift
an employee’s view creates better performance
results than managing their actions because it
creates an awareness of their intention. Engaging
someone’s awareness and shifting the “why”
behind an action is a more permanent change
than merely correcting the action, which takes
a lot more work to create continuous success.
So, plan a weekly check-in with each member
of your team and experience how a little time
and conversation can make things better for
everyone.

Money is in a constant state of flux. It gets earned
and spent, it is received and given, and its value
goes up and down. With so much movement,
do you know how much money you actually
produce? Like gutters can get clogged and
need tending, it is also important to stay on top
of your money channels (income generators) to
sustain a healthy money flow. And staying on top
of them means tracking your key performance
numbers on a monthly basis – your financial
goal, the opportunities in your pipeline, and how
much you are actually making – for each money
channel. Because if you don’t measure it, you
can’t manage it, and if you can’t manage it, you
risk a serious clogging!

The most important thing to know about success
is to know what it looks like when you reach it.
So, take the time to really figure out what success
is for you. Collecting images that represent your
ideal future and creating a vision board, helps
as a daily reminder. Be clear as to where you
are going because clarity creates the momentum
you need to get there more quickly. Having said
that, also remain flexible to how you will get there
because the journey then becomes a lot more
effortless. Just like a flight going from Montreal
to Vancouver may zig and zag a little along the
way, but never loses sight of its destination.

Let’s face it, as a small business owner, even thinking
of prioritizing the pile of stuff sitting on your plate can
be as huge as contemplating which came first, the
chicken or the egg. Well, we are here to tell you that
busy does not mean profitable. Busy means exactly
that – busy. And the antidote to unprofitable busi-ness is, first, don’t buy into the chaos and speed of
the world. Second, life is full of opportunities, so what
do you need to stop doing to make room? And third,
plan big and execute small. What we mean by plan big
is start by writing down everything you would like to
realistically accomplish in the next year. Then, break
the year into quarters, targeting in your first quarter
the items that will create the quickest, most positive
change in your business. Once done, start executing
small by taking bite-sized, intentional, consistent and
sustainable actions to reach your goals. The important
thing to remember when prioritizing your actions is,
“Will this action or opportunity bring me closer to my
objective, or will it just keep me busy?”

Being ambitious and disciplined to succeed is
great, especially if your entire team is built with
the same engine. However take it from us, the
journey is way sweeter for everyone if you take
the time to smell the roses along the way. It is
extremely important to reward your wins and
celebrate your progress as a team. It reminds
everyone why you are all in this game to begin
with - to have fun and challenge yourself while
living out your journey. And a positive way to up
the ante for your team is to come up with quarter
themes to use as a common focus, and quarter
rewards to increase working with intention.
They will be encouraged to succeed and their
performance level will thrive!

When it comes to trusting your instincts, we will
be the first to tell you that your instincts are your
best asset. That first gut feel before your head
gets in the way is usually right, so don’t be afraid
to tell it like you feel it. Ask the right questions,
even the ones you think you shouldn’t, because
you will never regret standing up for yourself
and your beliefs. You know what you know
about what you do, and we believe that instinct
is built upon this knowledge, making it quite
the powerful tool. So trust it because it simply
means you trust yourself to make the right call.

And here you have it. The Next Big Thing and
the entire reasoning behind this chapter. It is so
important to a high performing business that in
addition to being the basis for the eleven other
principles, we thought it deserved its own as
well. Walk your talk. Do what you say you will
do by becoming a well-oiled delivery machine.
Exceed expectations by promising less, and
delivering more. A high performance business
is one with a team who takes action to deliver,
focused in the same direction, working with a
common intention to achieve a common goal.
That’s it, that’s all.
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WHAT’S
BUILD
TO
ROCK?

Build To Rock™ is a step-by-step, online
business system for solopreneurs and small
business owners like you; designed to help
you elevate the value you provide to create a
waiting list of clients who want to work with
you - regardless of price.
You will learn how to:
•
•
•
•

get crystal clear on where you are going, who you are,
what problem you solve, and why your ideal clients should choose 		
you over anyone else
effectively position your business to deliver a valuable and
impactful customer experience
create an outstanding sales process to become and remain
extraordinary to avoid elimination
get out of the “best kept secret” closet

If you are starting up a business
This step-by-step online program will help you set up right the first
time. Helping you avoid critical mistakes that most small business
owners fall into in the start-up phase.

If you have an established business
If you are feeling stuck and unclear on how to grow without
exponentially growing your workload, you will learn what
you need to STOP, START, and KEEP doing to shift your
business and get paid what you really want.

Get Your
Rise On!
Join our Success
Community

Join the
conversation!

